ASHGROVE ADVENTURE VIRTUAL CAMP
Welcome to Ashgrove Adventures Virtual Camp! We hope youmare enjoying our virtual camp this
summer as we have fun Ashgrove style! We know you can’t be there in person, but let’s start our day
Ashgrove Style: https://youtu.be/Yf3C8HQ9ZeU
We start every day with the Camp Song!

(to the tune of "I've Been Working on the Railroad")

Camping days are here at Ashgrove, are a lot of
fun,
Learning outdoor skills together, archery in the
sun,
Ice cream, nature, crafts, and singing, OP!
Keep us on the run,
We make friends that last forever,
ASHGROVE's number one! We're number ONE!
Crafts:
Join Tweety as she teaches another way to
Tie Dye: https://youtu.be/3cRTMejt0kw
Joke of the Day

Spirit Day:
It’s Tie Dye Day! Find something tie dyed, shirts,
socks, bandanna, whatever you have and put it
on.
Service of the Day:
Use sidewalk chalk to cheer someone up with
drawings or words!
Songs to learn!
The Milk Song - https://youtu.be/PyF5TfuUXiM
Boom ChickABoom:
https://youtu.be/PbCtQZQqkSo
Recipe of the Day:

Outdoor Skills
Start to get ready for the overnight! Make your own Pillow fort - https://youtu.be/4K7TeJe6Tb4
Or if you have a hammock, practice setting it up - https://youtu.be/puO_WdrIYj4

ASHGROVE ADVENTURE VIRTUAL CAMP
OP’s Virtual Challenge
Course
As with all OP activities,
remember there is no running,
jumping, or throwing of people
& objects! If you get stuck,
feel free to email Rusty at
jmmurphy417@msn.com . She
will do her best to get back to
you with a hint to help along
the way. And most of all
remember there is no right or
wrong but only SAFE!!
Have Fun & let’s begin!

Day 3. Traffic Jam.
Equipment: You will need 11 flat objects like sheets of
paper, or napkins. You can use bandanas if you have them.
And you will need 2 sets of 5 objects, 5 blue games & 5 red
games pieces. 5 spoons & 5 forks. 5 rubber bands & 5
paperclips. 5 pens & 5 pencils. Anything you have around
the house, that is non-breakable.
Set Up: Lay the 11 sheets of paper in a row. Place the each
of the 5 red pieces, or whatever you are have for a set, on a
sheet of paper starting at the left. Place the 5 blue pieces, or
whatever you are using for the other set, on a sheet of paper
starting at the right. So, the middle sheet of paper will be
blank.
Activity: The object is to move all the red pieces over to the
blue squares and vice versa. Only one object can be moved
at a time. That object can be moved to the open space, each
piece can only move forwards [towards the other side]. You
can pass a piece of the other side as long as there is the open
space right behind it. You cannot pass two or more pieces
at a time. If you get stuck, start over.

Send us photos of your virtual activities
We look forward to seeing all the fun you are having. We have a
special email set up where you can send pictures of you and your
family enjoying Ashgrove’s Virtual
Adventures AshgroveMemories@gmail.com. When photos are
sent, you are giving permission for us to post these pictures (or
as many as we can) on our website. (Names and personally
identifiable information will NOT be posted.) This will give us the
opportunity to continue sharing our fun and friendship, even
though we’re apart.

